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Consumers  show their love for Burberry on social media. Image credit: Burberry

 
By SARAH JONES

According to new research, consumers tend to communicate more positive, passionate feelings about luxury
brands on social media than they do about other retailers.

Luxury retailers dominated the top 10 in NetBase's list of the retailers with the greatest net sentiment, with Burberry,
Chanel, Gucci and Louis Vuitton among the highest ranked brands. In today's consumer-centric retail environment,
what shoppers are saying about a brand can have a significant impact on business, making listening to social
conversations all the more important.

"The consumer is the new author of today's brand story with shoppable Instagram stories, YouTube vloggers linking
to their favorite products and Reddit users going deep into the attributes of what they love or hate about a brand or
product," said Paige Leidig, chief marketing officer at NetBase, San Francisco. "Today's consumer is only one
tweet, Facebook post or insta story away from telling the world how their experience was with a retailer positive,
negative or neutral and using their opinion to influence the purchasing decisions of others.

"This opinion-rich data represents a unique opportunity for brands to leverage customer experience insights in near
real-time to capitalize on consumers wants, needs, desires and frustrations," he said. "These insights a true crowd-
sourced focus group at your fingertips offer businesses unique opportunities for improvement, product innovation
and the chance to engage, interact and learn from customers in ways they never had before."

NetBase's report tracked 6 billion mentions of brands across seven categories: luxury, big box, department stores,
athletic, ecommerce, clothing and grocery. The mentions studied over the year leading up to Oct. 1, 2018 were in
English, but came from multiple countries.

Listening in
NetBase assigns brands scores that tell the ratio of positive or negative mentions. For instance, if all mentions were
positive, a brand would achieve a net sentiment score of 100, whereas a company with only negative posts would
receive negative 100.
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On average, luxury brands have a net sentiment of 70, the greatest of any category studied by NetBase for its report.
Consumers are also more passionate about these labels, with an average passion index score of 67 for luxury
brands.

Amazon topped the rankings with the greatest number of mentions. However, the luxury brands that ranked high on
the list had greater brand passion indexes, a measurement that combines both mention volume and brand love.

Gucci was the luxury brand with the greatest number of mentions, thanks partly to its appearance and affiliation with
hip-hop and pop artists such as Kai Kim.

Gucci's gifting campaign for 2018. Image credit: Gucci

However, Louis Vuitton's net sentiment and passion intensity were higher than Gucci's. Louis Vuitton achieved
mentions thanks to a traveling exhibit and its partnership with skate brand Supreme on a co-branded collection.

NetBase says that a large part of the positive feelings around luxury brands are driven by aspects such as their
exclusivity and authenticity.

Nordstrom is the highest ranked department store on the list, coming in at 20.

Similarly to Gucci, Nordstrom saw the most mentions, but its net sentiment and passion intensity were eclipsed by
those of department stores including Saks, Neiman Marcus and Bloomingdale's.

Bloomingdale's has the greatest net sentiment of retailers studied, as well as the highest passion intensity.
Consumers shared their love for free shipping and in-store offerings such as a Nintendo-themed campaign.
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This counts as a workout, right? #ShoppingIsOurCardio . . . . . . . #ShoppingSpree #RetailTherapy
#ShoppingBags #Style #Bloomingdales

A post shared by Bloomingdale's (@bloomingdales) on Jan 6, 2019 at 12:27pm PST

Instagram post from Bloomingdale's

One thing that successful brands have in common are partnerships, which enable retailers to create new
experiences for shoppers.

"Brands in the luxury category with high sentiment and passion intensity share common themes: exclusivity,
authenticity and art," Mr. Leidig said. "Designer collaborations, inclusion of popular musical artists, art installations
and pop-up shops color the social landscape intensifying an air of excitement, exclusivity and desire for their
brands."

Audience action
While many question whether brands should comment on social or political issues, research shows that for
Generation Z, social justice is the way to their hearts (see story).

Luxury brands have taken this up, frequently backing positions on topics such as gun control and LGBT rights.

However, for brands studied by NetBase, wading into politicized topics has the potential to create animosity.

Target, for instance, publicized its openness towards allowing transgender individuals to use the bathroom that
reflects their gender identity, pushing back against a North Carolina law. This sparked social media protests with the
hashtag #AnywhereButTarget.

By listening to consumers, brands can not only gain information about what makes them tick, but they can also use
this data to drive business decisions.

Despite the potential of leveraging consumer insights to guide merchandising decisions, many retailers are failing
to effectively incorporate shopper data into their planning stages.

According to a report from Boston Retail Partners, while retailers tend to use information from transactions,
customer relationship management systems and forecasting to plan, it is  less common for them to mine social
media data or customer segmentation insights. There is also room for growth in incorporating real-time customer
feedback into planning (see story).

"Other retailers will get insights into the key attributes that drive consumers including sales discounts, price,
customer service and online," Mr. Leidig said. "Chanel performs well across the board, whereas some brands have
clear room for improvement when it comes to customer service, trending negatively in these areas.

"Best Buy performs well for price and sales/discounts, but less so as it relates to customer service, and Esty
performs well in all categories except price, trending slightly lower for that category," he said. "Target's numbers are
consistent across all categories, not extremely high but not negative either, showing room for improvement across
all categories."
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